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Introduction
BBWHunter is a site devoted to the Big Beautiful Women out there, the ones who shrug off what every
mainstream magazine thinks is pretty and stay true to their own gorgeous sense of style and sexuality
instead. These are women worth going on safari to see and the BBW Hunter captures them all on
camera for you!

Adult Review
This site is a true paradise for men and women who see the beauty in the eyes of these adorable ladies. BBWHunter
understands that these women are some of the sexiest vixens in the world and shows them in all their glory with the kind of
sassy attitudes that make them such big stars!
  
  Even though the site launched only a few weeks ago, BBWHunter is already providing a rich archive filled with over 25
exclusive scenes. These are not rehashed, licensed garbage from some other site... these are exclusive one of a kind complete
videos with full-sized models doing their nastiest deeds on camera for your cock to enjoy! 
  
  The scenes include over 20 different models so you will rarely be looking at the same soft set of tits twice. More likely you
will be saying "Wow, this BBW is even more fantastic than the last one!" That is the secret to the success of this site, they
really did find some fantastic performers and they continue to look for more every day the BBWHunter way.
  
  Each video can be downloaded in low, medium or high quality so dialup users can find fast downloads and broadband users
can get these girls in sparkling full screen resolution. Movies can be downloaded as one-click full movie downloads or as
eight part segments for faster download on slower connection. Put simply, no matter what kind of computer you have or
internet speed you use, BBW Hunter has got it covered.
  
  Along with each video update they have made sure to include hundreds of high quality pics in 1024x700 resolution. That
means you can flip through them online while waiting for a download to complete or you can even print them out with great
clarity for your permanent collection. 
  
  BBWHunter will continue to update with one or two new movies every week. Along with the exclusive updates, you also
get access to a large number of bonus sites and bonus videos. Many of them are not BBW-focused like the main site is but
they definitely give you a lot of quality extras that will keep your dick busy between updates. 
  
  The site offers a 3 day trial for just $1.95 which will give you a good look around the members area but the monthly price is
a bit higher than most others at $39.95 per month. The truth is, they know they have a great site and they know they can
charge more for it as a result. The Tongue would rather see more sites raise their quality and their price than have so many
cheap but poor quality sites out there like there are these days.
  
  When you look around their interface it's simple to use and looks very clean to the eye. It's also worth mentioning that the
text descriptions on BBWHunter are really great. They're fun to read and are not at all judgmental. You can see right away
that the makers of this website love BBW as much as you do and they aren't looking down on them.... unless they are on top
of one while fucking her!
  
  TheTongue does advise you to read carefully when you join BBW Hunter. There are checkboxes on the join page that
automatically sign you up for additional content unless you uncheck the additional site offers. It can add a lot to the cost of
your membership if you forget to uncheck them when you are signing up. At $39.95 per month BBW Hunter is not an
inexpensive site, it's worth the price but the additional sites can make it cost more than it should.
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There are a number of BBW sites out there and more are springing up all the time but most really suck. BBWHunter is the
best site of its kind that The Tongue has had a chance to lick because it provides exclusive video with beautiful models and
with a loving attitude that shows they understand what BBWHunters really want to see!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A first class BBW site for members who appreciate these darling plus sized models'
Quality: 91  Updates: 89 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 90
Support: 85 Unique: 89    Taste: 88        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Fatties on Film (80) ,BBW Sex Videos (Preview) ,Hairy Sex Videos (Preview) 

Porn Niches
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Porn Site Review
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